


Together, they make up B&E Photography and have been in business since their own wedding in 

2007. Their love of photography led them to treat others not just as clients but as friends whom  keep 

in touch to this day.  When they are not photographing weddings, events or portraits, they keep their 

creativity, artistry, and love for life alive by photographing the different cultures and lands they visit 

worldwide. Having traveled to over 30 countries has truly opened their eyes to new opportunities 

and ways of life. When they aren’t photographing a wedding or planning their next trip, they can be 

found walking the parks, going to the movies, or having a glass of wine on State Street.

949.280.1222

about us

brandonerica.com

b
Brandon found his love for photography in college. One class on the subject Brandon found his love for photography in college. One class on the subject 

opened a completely new door to a passion and expressive art form from 

which he has never looked back. A degree in photography, years of 

refinement on technique, informational classes, professional workshops, and 

real life experience have lead to a professional photographer people have 

come to trust with their most intimate moments.

e
Erica has always seen the world from an artistErica has always seen the world from an artist’s point of view. Growing up 

under one of the most successful wedding and portrait photographers in Santa 

Barbara, she has had experience unlike most people. Natural talent, keen 

observation, and an ability to organize quickly and spontaneously have given 

her the ability to be a true artist with which other professionals admire and 

imitate.
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Classic
2 Photographers
6 Hours of Coverage
Personal Website

Digital Files on Thumbdrive

$2999

Premium
2 Photographers
8 Hours of Coverage
Engagement Shoot
Personal Website

Digital Files on Thumbdrive

$3999$3999

Ultra
2 Photographers

10 Hours of Coverage
Engagement Shoot
10x10 Wedding Album
2 6x6 Parent Albums
Personal WebsitePersonal Website

Digital Files on Thumbdrive

$5499



ala carte

Hourly Coverage $450 per hour + $50 for 2nd Photographer

Engagement Session $500

*Hourly Rate & Engagement Session receive an online gallery 

and thumb drive of their images

PRINTS
4x6 $94x6 $9

5x7 $12

8x10 $22

11x14 $79

16x20 $129

additonal sizes available

GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS
Starting at $159Starting at $159

949.280.1222

albums + books

LEATHER ALBUMS
These albums are crafted meticulously by hands that would make DaVinci These albums are crafted meticulously by hands that would make DaVinci 

himself envious. Only the finest methods & materials are used to ensure 

impeccable quality in each and every book. The images are printed on thick, 

flush mounted pages that lay flat bringing panormanic images to life. Leather 

covers can be ordered in black or brown with your names & wedding date 

emblazened by a cutting-edge laser.

10x10 $599

8x8 $4498x8 $449

6x6 Parent Album $275

4x4 Small Parent Album $175

COFFEE TABLE BOOKS
This hard cover book utilizes the same extensive process as the albums above. 

Instead of leather, it features a black hard cover and is available in the 

following sizes:

8x8 $3498x8 $349

6x6 $199

brandonerica.com
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frenquently asked questions

CAN I PRINT FROM THE THUMB DRIVE?

Yes! The thumbdrive is yours to print whereever your heart desires. We only ask that you keep the prints for yourselves and not distribute to 
others per our contract. To ensure the best representation of your special day, we do recommend you use a professional printing lab in leu of 
mass produced, lower quality printers such as Costco.

DO YOU SHOOT DIGITAL AND WHAT CAMERA DO YOU USE?

Yes and we use only the best: Canon! The Canon lineup has served us well and the Canon 5d Mark III, Canon Speedlites, and the Canon L series Yes and we use only the best: Canon! The Canon lineup has served us well and the Canon 5d Mark III, Canon Speedlites, and the Canon L series 
lenses have produced only the best images possible! You’re in great hands!

WILL THE IMAGES ON THE THUMB DRIVE BE RETOUCHED?

Yes, they are color corrected, cropped, exposure corrected, etc. We only provide you with a quality product which is refined and enhanced.

HOW DO I BOOK YOUR SERVICES?

Once a contract has been drafted and signed, please send it and a 50% deposit to secure the date. The remainder of the amount will be due 30 
days prior to the wedding.

CAN I PAY BY CREDIT CARD?CAN I PAY BY CREDIT CARD?

Yes, but we prefer checks made out to Brandon Brown. However, feel free to call us at anytime to run your credt card over the phone. We accept 
all major credit cards.


